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Dear Gary, 

With leek, I will have cleaned up all the things that accumulated during my long 

trip by lunchtime. There was too much that I had had to lay aside when I left, and that is 

next priority. The legal part in particular will get my eine  off of these things for a while. 

I must find some mechanism. for juggling two bells, for I should do the relatively little 
now needed to complete POST ROWEL BaeoRL Tlfa COLTELTa OF 	TWO LiaiLIee Pefeae Aee MUM). 

from my mind. I have no prospects of immediate publication in commercial channels and less 
for getting it printed privately now, but I regard it as the most important and prOmieing 

thing we have had since the beginning, when any viable work was important. Also, I can't 
linger on any one thing for I have so tinily to do, all, I believe, started and all, save for 

the comeercial prejudices, important. Thus, while our personal interests require that I 

concentrate on the legal problems, I feel 1 must find some time to at least finish M, 
on which I had to put in so much time recently. Finishing it, aside from the mechanical 
werk of changiag the tapes on the appendix pages of the two earlier parts so they will be 
unyellowed and compilling the new part of the appendix, means writing a short final chapter 

- for the panel part and completing the intro and conclusions so Lil can retype them. Were 

it not for all the other thingue this would not be a serious matter. 

I have a little to add as a result of this trip. I'll probably .do it at the _aid of 

one or tee chapters, depending on hoe these chapters are now organized. Because the new 
laet part has to be repaged anyway, that is, correct numbers have to be added, this also is 
a minor problem, mechanically. 

This explanation is preface to telling you what you are to reeindax me of when you 

are here (andwe'd still like to know approximately when that can be so we can arrange to 
keep ourselves free at that time). There is always so much to talk about the brief periods 

we are together, it is easy to skip things, and one part in particular I do want to discuss 
with you, as I think I indicated wh*lc I was away. I don't want you to mention even the 
fact of it to hod or anyone, for I don't want the zanies or the underinformed to be dogeing 

those who have been my sources. So, in strictest confidence, I tell you two things: there 
is absolutely no doubt that the anterior neck wound was above the Preeident's collar and 

that there was no damage to the front of the shirt or to the tie at the tine he got to 
the hospital. Because I have this in the book already in a way that I think is close to 

entirely unasseileble, rather than redo that chapter, for which we can t afford time, I 11 

be including this new proof at the end of that chapter or in notes at the end of the vork. 

Second, there remains nothing to change what I've said of the left-temple wound. Lot one but 
two doctors. gave this opinion, mul  the effort one I interviewed cede to change what he then 
said wound up as affirmation. These, I think you will recall, are two of the areas of disagree-

ment with iied. I do not now argue the importance they can be givenor should be, I merely 
report fact. I learned maeyeother medical things. If you are interested in them, I made 
benderitten notes about them promptly. If Lil hasn't had a chance to type these Wax by the 

time you come, I'll be able to read them well enough to give eau an idea of the totality 

of the undspendability of the medical information produced at l'ethesda. Evan the simplest 

prodedures were misrepresated. The chest incisions, for example, were not because of sub-
cutaneous emphosema but are a chlorectomy, as I recall the word. I do not recall the purpose. 

There is much we can profitably learn from the recent uneleaaantness. I hope we can 

and do so it will not be a total unpleasantness. 

lieonwhile, if you have any suggestions based on your own reading, esp. of the newest 
part, I would welcome then as soon as possible, for going over any part aft,.• it has been 

'done once is costly in time, taking time that should not be wasted. There is too much for 

which there is no tLle. 

Perhaps by now you have done what I earlier arced, but if you haven't, I an disturbed 
that Aed ham neither returned what I asked him to return nor responded in any way to my 

repeated requests, none of which should have been necessary. Best regards, 


